Panini to Exhibit at Premier Latin American Financial Technology Conference
August 3, 2017 -- Panini, a global payments technology provider, will exhibit at the Felaban CL@B Annual Conference in
Miami, Florida August 30-September 1, 2017 in booth #109. Panini will showcase its comprehensive portfolio of check
truncation technologies including state-of-the-art scanners for branch image capture (BIC), and remote deposit capture
(RDC).
Panini has been engaged in the Latin American financial services market for many years and has experienced growing success. The Panini Limitada location has allowed Panini to extend its reach and understanding of the Latin American market,
and to better serve its customers throughout the continent.
“We are pleased to attend Cl@b, a strategic conference for the LATAM banking sector. During Cl@b we will offer a live
demo of our latest solutions, show you what sets them apart in the payments landscape, and be on hand to answer your
questions,” says Paula Marques – Commercial Development, Panini Limitada.
At this event Panini will show its Vision X® range of check scanners, including the Vision neXt™. The Vision neXt is Panini’s
increasingly successful branch transformation capture platform, delivering robust quality and breakthrough innovations
such as its integrated document auto-alignment system, and a 14-line ink jet printer for cut sheet receipts, rich check
endorsement, and customer-facing cashier’s check personalization. The Panini mI:Deal™ is the smart, practical, and secure
solution for cost effective and reliable check capture at bank correspondents, capable of interfacing with new or legacy
point of sale terminals used by such retailers all over Latin America, maximizing functionality and ROI. The mI:Deal may
also be used in RDC, teller, and mobility applications thanks to its API-free, wired or wireless connectivity to a variety of
hosts such as PCs, Macs, tablets, and smartphones.
CL@B 2017 will be held at The Intercontinental Miami from Wednesday, August 30 to Friday, September 1, 2017. Panini is
booth #109.

About Panini
Founded in Turin, Italy, Panini has enabled clients to capitalize on shifts in the global payments processing market for more
than seventy years. Panini has a rich history of technology innovation, and Panini’s market leading solutions are based on
state-of-the-art research & development and ISO-9001 quality certified production. Panini offers capture solutions that
enable customers to fully realize the advantages and efficiencies available with the digital transformation of the paper
check, resulting in the world’s largest deployed base of check capture systems, now approaching one million devices. Panini’s scalable capture solutions digitize checks and payment related documents and transactions to address the complete
range of distributed check processing opportunities including teller capture, back-counter capture, remote deposit capture, point-of-sale capture and remittance processing. The company provides solutions on a global basis, and has direct
subsidiary operations in the United States covering North America and in Brazil covering Latin American markets. For more
information visit: www.panini.com.

